


A Rare Tokyo “Kuramoto Toji” (Head Brewmaster)

Mitsunaga Nozaki Artisan of Sake Brewing 

Rice steamed in a koshiki 
strainer is cooled by 
exposing it to the outside 
air. 

Tokura Village, a quiet mountain village on the 
outskirts of Itsukaichi, near the mountain road to 
Hinohara Village, is the birthplace of "Kisho," a 
locally brewed sake produced by Mitsunaga 
Nozaki.  Mitsunaga Nozaki (born in 1962) is the 
fifth generation head of the Nozaki Brewery, 
founded in 1884. In addition to his role as a 
kuramoto (sake brewery owner/operator), as toji, 
or head brewmaster, he is also responsible for the 
brewing of sake, and is responsible for creating his 
own ideal sake.  　About 8 years ago, he decided 
that he needed to know the actual brewing 
process, so he worked day and night in the 
brewery, gaining knowledge of the brewing 
process and becoming a toji. Preparation begins 
throughout the year, from October through 
winter. As the toji, Mr. Nozaki, oversees several 
brewery workers. The sake's name, "Kisho," was 
given around the middle of the Meiji period by 
Kisaburo Nozaki, the founder of the brewery, 
taking the first character of his name. The 
company has won numerous awards at the 
National New Sake Competition and the Tokyo 
Regional Taxation Bureau's Sake Competition.
The brewing water used for Kisho is from the 
underground water that springs from Mt. Tokura 
Shiroyama, directly in front of the brewery. This 
water has long been used by the people of Tokura 
for their daily lives. The water is slightly soft and 
contains very little iron and manganese, which 
deteriorate the quality of sake, making it very 
suitable for sake brewing.
Mr. Noazaki boasts, “This water is the star of Kisho.” 
Even as larger commercial operations adopt 
increasing mechanization, toji brewers still take 
time and effort to brew sake in the traditional way, 

boiling water in a wagama kettle 
and steaming rice in a koshiki. It is 
one of only a few kuramoto 
breweries in Tokyo that preserve 
the tradition of sake brewing. 
“Kisho" is a locally brewed sake 
widely consumed in Akikawa 
Valley, a recreational area for 
Tokyoites. The brewery uses spring 
water from Mt. Shiroyama and the 
owner himself is directly involved 
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Hachiroemon Nakamura Artisan of Sake Brewing 

Sake Brewing Museum

The Akigawa River, which crosses Akiruno City, is 
the largest tributary of the Tama River system and 
is known as a clear stream where ayu sweetfish 
and other mountain stream fishing are popular. In 
the basin of the Akigawa River is the Nakamura 
Shuzo sake brewery, which has been carrying on 
the tradition of sake brewing since its establish-
ment in 1804, marking a history of more than 200 
years. Hachiroemon Nakamura (born in 1976), is 
the 18th generation owner, and the 10th genera-
tion since they began sake brewing. Their “
shikomikura” is a brewery that utilizes the features 
of both an earthen storehouse built in the Edo 
period and a modern air-conditioned storehouse 
that keeps the temperature below 8 degrees 
Celsius year-round.  The cool and clear water, 
naturally refined by the Chichibu Paleozoic strata, 
is pumped up from 170 meters below the ground, 
and carefully selected shuzo-kotekimai (rice 
suitable for sake brewing) is polished to a high 
degree of whiteness. The brewery still retains 
traditional handmade brewing techniques such as 
use of “wakama” kettles, "koshiki" strainers and “
futakoji” starter, but has also adopted modern 
brewing techniques such as fully automatic koji 
making machines resulting in high quality 
production standards.
The brand name "Chiyozuru" (meaning "crane" in 
Japanese) was named after a crane that once flew 
along the banks of the Akigawa River. It has a 
strong flavor that is “tanreigata” (the taste and 
mouthfeel of the sake is clean and smooth), yet 
retains a powerful hit of the umami of the rice. 
Chiyozuru has won numerous awards at the 
National New Sake Competition and the Tokyo 
Regional Taxation Bureau's Sake Competition.

On the premises, there is a "Sake 
Brewing Museum" in an earthen 
storehouse. It was originally built in 
1884 as a brewery tool warehouse, 
and was restored over a period of 
two years. Traditional sake brewing 
tools and materials that have been 
used for more than 200 years are 
on display for public tours, and 
there is also a sales and tasting 
corner. (Open from 12:00pm to 

Sake brewing inheriting more than 200 years of history
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Weekdays  11:00AM~3:00PM 
Saturdays,Sundays,and holidays  11:00AM~4:00PM  
Close: Wednesday & Thursday

9:00AM~5:00PM, Open: every day



042-596-0542
Close: Monday & Tuesday



& Holiday

11:00AM~4:00PM, Open all year round



9:30AM~6:00PM, Close: Wednesday(irregular)



6:00PM



Tel: 080-6556-2556

042-596-0345
6:00PM,



野﨑酒造

中村酒造

Mitsunaga Nozaki
Nozaki Shuzo

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

10:00AM~12:00PM, 1:00PM~5:00PM 
Close: Saturday & Sunday & Holiday

Kisho Honjozo is their signature sake, 
known for its gentle flavor and smooth 
mouth-feel. To avoid deterioration of 
the quality of sake during the distribu-
tion stage, the sake is sold only at local 
sake stores and some specialty sake 
stores such as Shiroyama Sakura 
Ginjoshu (named for the large cherry 
tree that blooms on Mt. Shiroyama).

Nozaki Shuzo : Tokura 63　 Tel: 042-596-0123 　

Hachiroemon 
Nakamura
Nakamura Shuzo

“Chiyotsuru - Tokyo Shuzo Tama 
Junmai Genshu" is a superb junmai sake 
brewed with the traditional techniques 
of a sake brewery with a history of over 
200 years. It is the owner's favorite 
masterpiece. “Chiyotsuru - Junmai 
Ginjo" has a fruity aroma and mild 
taste. 

Nakamura Shuzo : Ushinuma 63　 
Tel: 042-558-0516 (Telephone service is available only on weekdays)　
(Sake Brewing Museum) Noon to 4:30PM 
Close: Year End/New Year's holidays
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株式会社 寿美屋
Sumiya Co., Ltd. : 
64 Itsukaichi 
042-596-0018

有限会社 池谷
Iketani & Co. Inc. : 170 Otsu 
☎ 042-596-0542
10:00AM~4:30PM, Close: Monday & Tuesday

ふとん工房たかはし
Futon Kobo Takahashi : 394-4 Konakano 
　 042-596-0345
9:00AM~6:00PM, Close: Monday
☎ 

野﨑酒造
Nozaki Shuzo : Tokura 63

☎ 080-6556-2556

9:30AM~6:00PM, 
Close: Wednesday
（irregular)

髙橋敏彦視覚デザイン研究室
小さなギャラリー（茶房むべ）
Toshihiko Takahashi Visual Design Office
Little gallery(Sabou MUBE)
1312 Otsu
☎ 042-596-4335
11:00AM~4:00PM, 
Open all year round
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初後亭
Syogotei: 233 Sannai
☎ 042-596-0541
Weekdays  11:00AM~3:00PM
Saturdays,Sundays,and holidays  11:00AM~4:00PM 
Close: Wednesday & Thursday

8:30AM~6:00PM, Close: Thursday

お茶ぞっぺの中島屋
Nakajima-ya : 1261 Ninomiya
☎ 042-558-0277
8:30AM~6:00PM, Close: Thursday

石川綿店
Ishikawa Menten : 894 Yamada
0120-0260-85 (toll-free)

9:00AM~6:00PM, Close: Sunday & Holiday
☎ ☎ 

近藤醸造 株式会社
Kondo-jozo Co., Ltd.:733-1 Yamada
☎ 042-595-1212
9:00AM~5:00PM, Open: everyday糸工房「森」

Itokobo MORI : 1129 Ina 
　 042-596-0250
8:00AM~6:00PM, Close: irregular 
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